This paper reports a completed stage of ongoing research at the University oF York.
If syntax trees ~Sk..Sn) satisf~ condition C then combine <Sk.. Sn~ into Sj such that the compositional history may be represented on a derivation tree (i.e. a skeletal analgsis tree lacking node labels).
~.
Subject to specified restraints evolve inverse analytical-M Rules of form:
If Sj conforms to condition C" then analgse Sj into <Sk..Sn~.
3.
P~ove that the composltional and analytical M ~ules are equivalent.
4.
Construct a two stage parser:
(i) Parse • sentence using a context free grammar (CFg) thus deriving a syntax tree.
(ii)
Traverse the svntax tree in postorder [19] under the guidance of the analytical-M rules, constructing the derivation tree which reflects the reverse order application of the inverse rules. * ********************************************************* 
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